A cochlear model for acoustic emissions.
Variability in cochlear emission properties among different species, particularly humans and small mammals, and within individuals in the same species, is modeled by a cochlear nonlinear transmission line. The difference between humans and animals is largely explained by a lower cochlear input impedance in human ears than in cats, gerbils, or chinchillas. Inconstancy in emission properties among individual human or animal subjects is related to structural variability among ears, which can be the result of a nonuniform connection between the outer hair cells cilia and the tectorial membrane. These structural differences are modeled by a nonuniform cochlear partition resistance along the cochlear length. The model predicts that an ear which has a uniform cochlear partition resistance and an adequate cochlear input impedance will emit acoustic distortion products (ADP), but not spontaneous acoustic emission (SAE), nor click-evoked emission (CE). Only a nonuniform cochlea emits SAE and CE in addition to enhanced ADPs. The model predictions agree quantitatively with cochlear emission data from humans and animals.